(/3)' B-H functionals exist; (y)' A necessary and sufficient condition that all B-H functionals coincide at x is that P-(x) =P+(x).
This theorem is generalized in the present note in two distinct ways: (A) by replacing 3C+ by other semi-groups of ^-matrices, and (B) by replacing the Banach limits by a wider class of generalized limits recently introduced by R. E. Edwards [4] , in which the translative condition L(Sx) =L(x) of Banach is not necessarily satisfied. 3 We consider first the generalization (A).
To replace 3C+, we consider a semi-group zA of non-negative Tmatrices with, the following properties : (a) every pair of matrices A, B of zA is such that AB and BA are absolutely equivalent for m [3, pp. 97 and 105, (5.4, I)],4 (b) 22*°-1 a».*= XX i \an,k\ =1 for every n, and (c) zA contains at least one matrix which is absolutely regular (absolutely translative) for m [3, pp. 114 To show that zA is a semi-group, we note that the product of any number of non-negative ^-matrices is a non-negative ^-matrix [3, p. 83, (4. It appears unnecessary to show also that .¡4(0)x~S.4(0)x, in analogy to Eberlein's HoX^SHoX, since Eberlein does not use the latter anywhere in his proof; it would require the extra condition
if x^0; (e)' if {xn} is convergent, then P±(x) =lim",00 x", c«¿
We need only comment on (a)' and (i)'; the proofs of the others are exactly as given by Eberlein. Let Mn= Xt°=i an,k= YLt-i Ia».*I > and write ||4|| =supn M", the ifr-bound of A.
If Af"gl for every n, then ||/l|| = l. If Mn>l for one or more values of n, then ||4|| >1; in this case we write bn,k = an¡k/M", so that B satisfies condition (b), and consequently ||B|| =1. Also as »->°° for every AÇzzA, which places rather a heavy restriction on zA.
Of course 3C+ cannot contain S, since 5 is not a lower semi-matrix (apart from other considerations).
We now consider the generalization (B). The generalized limits of Edwards, mentioned above, do not always satisfy the restrictive translation condition (iv) of Banach. These limits appear in the representation by Edwards [4] of the most general continuous linear functional on certain spaces of functions, of which m is a particular example, the representation involving both generalized limits and Radon measures.
Edwards defines a generalized limit on m as a linear functional L(x) satisfying (vii) L(x) =L*(x), ï£m;
hence L(x)^0 if x^O, so that (iii) is satisfied. Also ¿*(1) =L*(1) = 1, so that L(l) = 1, i.e., (ii) is satisfied. But (iv) need not be satisfied.
Now if L(x) is defined by (vii)
, and the definition of zA remains as before (so that property (c) is still assumed), then the above theorem and its corollary hold without any modification, so that (iv) holds; in this case the L(x) of the theorem consist of a subclass of Edwards' generalized limits which are also Banach limits, and they are, of course, B-zA functionals.
Consider, however, a new semi-group zA', in which the properties (a) and (b) or (b') of zA are retained, but (c) is replaced by (d) : zA' contains no matrix which is absolutely regular (absolutely translative) for m.
Then for zA', Lemma 1 of the above theorem is false, and so must be omitted; and consequently conditions (g)' and (h)' of Lemma 2 must be omitted. Condition (iv) of Banach need not then be satisfied by L(x).
We call L(x) a B*-zA' functional or limit if it satisfies (vii) and the condition (viii) L(Ax)=L(x), AEzA', xEm. We also define
and then obtain the following result.
Theorem. (5) A necessary and sufficient condition that the linear functional L(x) defined by (vii) should be a B*-zA' functional is that PL(x) g L(x) Ú P'+(x) (xGm);
(e) B*<A' functionals exist ; (r¡) A necessary and sufficient condition that all B*-zA' functionals coincide at x is that PL (x) « P'+(x).
It is only necessary to prove that B*<A' functionals exist. If, for any P-matrix A, pn is defined as the smallest integer for which lan.jj =maxi_i,2i... |a",jfc|,andif 53 I a»,* -o-n.k+i | -> 0, and so X (a«.* ~ <*n,*+i) -► 0,
i.e., <in,i-On,**,->0. Since A is a T-matrix, it follows that (x) «»,,,"->0 as «->=».
Thus (x) follows from (ix), but the converse is false. Now (x) is a sufficient condition that A should sum some divergent sequences of O's and l's. 4 Hence we require zA' to consist of matrices A (with properties (a) and (b) or (b)' of zA) for some, at least, of which (x) holds, but for none of which (ix) holds.
Such matrices may be obtained in the following way. Take the matrices of zA, and form corresponding "diluted"* and "row-repeated" matrices by inserting one or more columns of zero elements between every consecutive pair of columns of each matrix of zA, the insertions being the same for each such matrix, and by re- consists of some of the terms of the series (xi), and hence, a fortiori, tends to 0 as n-» °o.
By supposition, there is a matrix, say A, of zA which satisfies (ix), i.e. property (c) of zA, and hence satisfies (x). This matrix A, when diluted and row-repeated as above, will still satisfy (x), but will not satisfy (ix). Thus the existence of a nonempty zA' is established, and hence B*-zA' functionals exist.
Since the number of zero columns inserted in the matrices of zA is arbitrary, it is evident that B*<A' functionals are much more numerous than B-zA functionals.
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